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MATHEMATICS 
TWO THEOREMS ABOUT . 
QUADRATIC NONASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS 
BY 
P. J. VAN ALBADA 
(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of January 25, 1958) 
Definitions: A, not necessarily associative, algebra m: over a field 
0: is called quadratic if for every x E m: a quadratic equation 
is satisfied. 
Such an algebra is called symmetric if there is an involutory skew 
automorphism T(a)=i.i in m: which leaves the elements of 0:, and only 
these invariant 1 ). 
That the automorphism is involutory means, that T(a)=a again. 
That the automorphism is skew, means that T(ab) =bi.i. 
An algebra is called flexible if for every couple x, y the associator 
(x, y, x) vanishes. 
Symmetric algebras are always quadratic 1). 
The converse is not true as is seen from the following example: 0: is 
the field of real numbers; m: = O:(x, y, z) with multiplication table: 
X I y I z 
X -1 -s+z -y BE 0:, 
y B-Z -1 X sofO. 
z y -X -1 
This algebra is quadratic: 
In a symmetric algebra, if u2=1XU+{J, then U=!X-U. 
Suppose m: is symmetric. Then x= -x, fj= -y, (xy+s)2=z2= -1 = 
=(xy)2+2sxy+s2, from which xy= -2s-xy. But fjx=yx= -xyofxy, 
contradictory to our assumption 2). 
Theorem 1. A flexible quadratic algebra of characteristic not two 
is symmetric. 
1) See also: P. J. VAN ALBADA, Symmetric nonassociative algebras, Proc. Kon. 
Xed. Ak. van Wet., Ser. A 59, 265-268 (1956). 
2 ) It is easily verified that 2( is a division algebra which for s = 0 becomes the 
algebra of ordinary quaternions. 
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Proof. Let x and y be two arbitrary elements of m:, which satisfy 
the quadratic equations 
x2 =cxx+{J, y2 =yy+ (), (xy) 2 =exy+a. 
For any A. E iY, there is a quadratic equation for x + A.y also: 
(x + A.y)2 = cxx + fJ + A.2 (yy +b)+ A.(xy + yx) = rp(A.)(x + A.y) + w(A.), 
from which 
xy+yx= q;(A.~-(X x+(rp(A.)- A.y) y + w(A.~ -,8 -A.(). 
The coefficients of x and y may not depend on A., hence rp(A.)=cx+A.y 
and xy+yx=yx+cxy+e. 
In the same way: 
x· xy +xy · x=ex + cxxy + e'. 
But since m: is flexible: 
x · xy + xy · x = x · xy + x · yx = x(yx + cxy +e) = 
= cxyx + cxxy +ex+ fly= ex+ cxxy + e'. 
Therefore e = cxy +e. 
Now define T(u)=ii=p,-u if u2 =p,u+v. 
Then 
x=cx-x, 'fi=y-y, x+y=x+y, 
since 
Likewise fix= cxy- yx -cxy + yx = cxy + e- xy = e- xy = xy. 
Since x and y are arbitrary in m:, the transformation T is seen to be 
a skew involutory automorphism of m:. For nonscalar u the conjugate 
uo?u; hence m: is symmetric. 
Theorem 2. There exist nonflexible symmetric division algebras of 
dimensionality four. 
Proof. iY is the real field, m:=ir(x, y, z) with multiplication table: 
X y I z 
X -1 s+z -y O<lei<L 
y e-z -1 X 
z y -X -1 
A general number is ex+ {Jx + yy + (jz; its square is 
(ex+ {Jx+yy+ (jz)2= 2cx(cx+ {Jx+yy+ (Jz) -cx2- (J2-y2- ()2+ 2e{Jy. 
Define T(cx + {Jx + yy + (Jz) =ex+ {Jx + yy + (jz =ex-{Jx- yy- (Jz. 
That u + v = u + v under this definition is easily seen. 
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If U=O(,+(Jx+yy+bz, V=A+,ux+vy+;z, uv=u X v+s((Jv+y,u), where 
u X v stands for the product which is obtained when u and v are multi-
plied as ordinary quaternions. With this notation it is not difficult to 
see that uv=u x v+s((Jv+y,u)=v X u+s((Jv+y,u)=vu. 
Consequently m: is symmetric. 
But m: is not flexible since (x, z, x) = - yx- xy = - 2s. 
The equation uv = w can always be solved if w and one of the (nonzero) 
factors u, v are given. 
If w=n+ex+ay+rz we have to solve either 0(,, (J, y, {J or A, ,u, v,; 
from the equations 
O(,.U + (JA +y;- bv 
O(,V-{J; +yA + fJ,U 
0(,; + (Jv- YJl + fJA 
=a, 
=T. 
We have only to prove that none of the determinants 
A sv-,u s,u-v -; 0(, sy-(J s(J-y 
.u A ; -v (J 0(, -fJ 
-; A or {J v 
.u y 0(, 
g '/J 
-.u A {J -y (J 
can vanish. 
The value of the first determinant is 
-fJ 
y 
-(J 
0(, 
(),2+,u2+v2+;2)(A2+,u2-2s,uv+v2+;2)>0 for vc;FO; 
that of the second is 
(0(,2+(J2+y2+(J2)(0(,2+(J2+y2+(J2_2s(Jy)>0 for uc;FO; 
since lsi< l. 
This completes the proof that m: is a nonflexible symmetric division 
algebra. 
